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Object-Oriented Programming (in Java) 
Lab Assignment 3: Building an Army of Actor Objects 
Fallen Behind??? You Can Still Succeed 

I have published my solution to Assignment 1 and will soon publish 

my solution to Assignment 2. So even if you haven't completed 

Assignment 1 and Assignment 2, you still have the potential to 

succeed in this course. Feel free to use my code as a basis for 

completing this assignment (though you do need to credit your 

source if you choose this path). 

A Note about Using Other People’s Code 

When you use other peoples code, ask yourself the question, 

“Am I using ‘good judgment’?” You learn how to develop program 

solutions through practice; by developing the solutions largely on 

your own. You need to use good judgment in determining whether 

the help is useful or excessive. The results of the midterm and the 

final exam will answer this question. 

Introduction to this Assignment 

One of the very important principles of object-oriented 

programming is code reuse.  Now that you have a framework for 

creating differentiated Actor types, it is easy to reuse the 

superclass Actor and build many additional classes. In this lab, 

you’ll create two additional subclasses, in much the same way that 

you created the Hobbit and Wizard subclasses. The design of 

these new subclasses will be entirely up to you. (Use your 

creativity.) 

In addition, you’ll need a container to hold all the different Actor 

objects, so you’ll create an Army class that implements a collection 

of references to Actor objects1. The collection could be an ordinary 

array, but better yet, you’ll use an ArrayList instead. 

You will want to build many Actor objects, so you’ll create a 

mechanism to build hundreds automatically (in addition to the 

original set() methods which have allowed for explicit keyboard-

initialized objects). 

Phase 1: Adapting your Actor Classes 

Step 1.1: Organize your Packages 

I expect that you’ve already created several packages to organize 

your classes. In this lab assignment, create another package for 

Army. Once done, you should have the following four packages: 

actor, army, util and test2. 

Step 1.2: Create a Skelton Army Class 

This step is trivial . . . but necessary. Create a basic Army class. It 

can start being completely empty. (Later in this lab assignment, 

you will add significant capabilities to the Army.) You need to 

define a basic Army class because you will be referring to it in the 

following step. Of course, the Army class will reside in the army 

package. 

                                                      

1 Of course, now that Actor has been defined as an abstract class, you can 
NEVER create an actual Actor object . . . but you can create objects of type 
Hobbit and Wizard and Orc and Elf and so on . . . The location information for 
each of the subclass objects can be stored in a reference-to-Actor variable. 

2 Package names are written in lowercase letters. 

Step 1.3: Add Army Allegiance to Actor 

Each Actor object will need to know its allegiance, that is, in which 

Army does the Actor object reside3. You will need to add an 

instance field and another Actor constructor that takes a reference-

to Army object as its arugment. 

Step 1.4: Create Additional Subclasses of Actor 
You choose. What two new subclasses will you create: Orc, Elf, 

Nazgul, Warg, Dwarf, Human, etc. You will need to identify the 

additional instance fields (variables) that each subclass should 

have (instance fields are sometimes referred to as attributes or 

object-oriented variables). These additional instance fields should 

be ones that might be relevant in determining how objects will 

eventually move and fight in the simulator. 

Consider the first two subclasses: 

 for the class Hobbit, you added one additional instance field; 

 for Wizard, you added two additional instance fields. 

For these two additional subclasses, I want you to add more than 

one additional instance field. (I’m asking you to do this, as a way of 

emphasizing that subclass objects can be of radically different 

sizes in memory.) 

Testing Your Phase 1 Code 

Prove the successful completion of this phase. In your Test Plan, 

you should identify that you will attempt to create objects using 

these two additional subclasses. Do their inputAllFields() and 

toString() methods behave as expected? You will need to create a 

couple of Army objects (one for the “Forces of Light” and one for 

the “Forces of Darkness”). These two Army objects are essentially 

empty at the moment, but you want confirm that you can capture 

the reference-to-Army value in the Actor constructor. 

Phase 2: Setting up Object Initialization 

Step 2.1: Generating Random Values 

Soon, you’ll be building very BIG collections of Actor objects. You’ll 

want a method of creating objects so that they are given their initial 

values automatically. Consider the Actor superclass, and each of 

the related subclasses. Ensure that each has a default 

constructor4. 

The principle of encapsulation suggests that each layer of the 

inheritance hierarchy should take responsibility for initializing the 

instance variables over which it has direct responsibility. So the 

Actor class deals with its four fields, and the subclasses of Actor 

deal with theirs. 

To establish reasonable initial values for the double variables, you 

have probably been using my SingletonRandom class. 

The boolean fields can be randomly set to either true or false using 

Math.random(). 

                                                      

3  Later, with JavaFX, when you display an Actor object on the screen, it will be 
surrounded by a colored glow that identifies the Army alligience. When looking for 
enemy Actor objects, you’ll also need access to Army alligience information. So, 
you’re capturing the Army alligienece now to make later work easier. 
4 A default constructor is one that takes zero arguments. 
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Step 2.2 Getter and Setter Methods 
We will be using the “magic” of JavaFX to allow editing of Actor 

field values through the use. But to make that work, you must 

implement getter and setter methods (also called accessor and 

mutator methods). 

Here’s the best way to test your getter / setter methods. Make use 

of them in your inputAllFields() method in each Actor subclass. 

This way, you’ll test getter / setter methods and inputAllFields(). 

Testing Your Phase 2 Code 

Here's something to add to your Test Plan. How can you prove 

that all constructor layers of the inheritance hierarchy are called? 

You can prove this n a number of ways, either through the use of 

the debugger and by tracing execution step-by-step, or through the 

use of strategically placed output of toString() calls for the objects. 

You can decide how to test this (and document your “Test Method” 

decision in your Test Plan). 

Phase 3: ActorFactory and Army Classes 

Step 3.1: The ActorFactory 

In the world of object-oriented programming, you will commonly 

use factory classes and factory methods to manufacture objects. 

The factory class will let you decouple5 many of your classes. 

I have created a class called ActorFactory (shown below). It 

encapsulates the task of creating actual Actor objects. Clearly, 

you’ll need to modify it to accommodate the additional subclasses 

you're creating for this lab, since I show the creation of only Hobbit  

and Wizard objects. 

There is one key method: create(). It will be called with an 

enumerated type (e.g. HOBBIT, WIZARD, etc.). 

                                                      

5The term decouple means that you have eliminated dependencies between classes. 

Step 3.2: Building an Army Class 
You will need an Army class to hold a collection of Actor objects. 

In our approach, that means creating an ArrayList6 of references to 

Actor objects. And, of course, that means the Army class will have 

this as an instance variable . . . 

 

Understanding the ArrayList Definition: What is 

collectionActors? 

collectionActors is a reference to a an ArrayList. So, the variable 

collectionActors will hold a number (the “id” which will be the 

location information for an ArrayList object). On the right-hand side 

of the assignment operator (=) we create the actual ArrayList 

object using new, and then assign its location information to the 

variable collectionActors. Because of the <Actor> syntax, the 

ArrayList<Actor> object will be able to store reference-to-Actor 

values. Of course, now that Actor is abstract we cannot create 

actual Actor objects, but we can create Hobbit and Wizard objects. 

Wow ! ! ! !  What were those preceding statements? If you don't 

know, it's time to sketch a sample memory map. I will show one in 

                                                      

6 ArrayList is a “smart” array. An ArrayList object automatically adjusts its size. 

public class Army { 
 private ArrayList<Actor> collectionActors = new ArrayList<Actor>(); 
 // more code in class Army 
 
public void populate(ActorFactory.Type type, int numToAdd) { 
 for (int i=0; i<numToAdd; ++i) { 
  collectionActors.add(type.create(this));  
  // send "this" so that Actor object can capture its allegiance 
 } // end for 
} // end populate() 
 
// more code in class Army 
 

/** 
 * class ActorFactory is a wrapper class that encapsulates tools needed for the automated generation of Actor subclass objects.  
 * The use of this class frees the <i>Army</i> class from having to know any details about <i>Actor</i> or its subclasses. 
 * An <i>Actor</i> object can be created using an explicit type name (such as HOBBIT) or through random selection. 
 * The availability of creation types is automatically presented to the programmer when using the <i>ActorFactory</i>. 
 * @author Rex Woollard 
 * @see Actor 
 */ 
public final class ActorFactory { 
 /** enum is a special data type that enables for a variable to be a set of predefined constants. The variable must be equal to one of the values that have been predefined for it. */ 
 public enum Type { 
  HOBBIT() { @Override public Actor create(Army armyAllegiance) { return new Hobbit(armyAllegiance); } }, // HOBBIT is a constant, thus all UPPERCASE letters 
  WIZARD() { @Override public Actor create(Army armyAllegiance) { return new Wizard(armyAllegiance); } }, // WIZARD is a constant 
  RANDOM() { @Override public Actor create(Army armyAllegiance) { return createActorRandomSelection(armyAllegiance); } }; 
  /** 
   * Polymorphic method that will bind to the specific create() method for the actual named type (e.g. HOBBIT); create an object of that type and return a reference-to it. 
   * @param armyAllegiance Used to define the <i>Army</i> allegiance of the <i>Actor</i>. 
   * @return reference-to <i>Actor</i> object created through random number selection.  
   *  */ 
  public abstract Actor create(Army armyAllegiance); // supports polymorphic call where actual subclass objects are created. 
 } // end enum Type 
  
 public final static int numTypes = Type.values().length; // Auto detects count of CONSTANTS that have been defined above (and there are 5 at the moment). 
 // defined as "public" is acceptable because it is a "final" that is, it cannot be changed by anyone. 
 /**  
  * Method that will select one of the available <i>Actor</i> types, create an object of that type and return a reference-to that object. 
  * @param armyAllegiance Used to define the <i>Army</i> allegiance of the <i>Actor</i>. 
  * @return reference-to <i>Actor</i> object created through random number selection. allegiance  
  */ 
 public final static Actor createActorRandomSelection(Army armyAllegiance) { 
  return Type.values()[(int)(Math.random()*(double)(numTypes-1))].create(armyAllegiance); // subtract last because one enum type is RANDOM 
 } // end createActorRandomSelection() 
} // end class ActoryFactory 
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the lecture. Hopefully, you’ll note it . . . because this is important. 

The Army constructor must accept a String argument that 

establishes the name field of the Army (such as “Forces of Light” 

or “Forces of Darkness”, or whatever); 

You will need two Army methods to manage Actor objects: 

 populate(ActorFactory.Type type, int numToAdd): This method 

will generate potentially thousands automatically. You’ll need 

this because the battlefield will be populated with thousands of 

average Actor objects. 

 edit(int indexOfActorToEdit): Allow users to adjust the values in 

a selected Actor object (using your virtual inputAllFields() 

method right now7). You’ll need this to allow the setting of 

selected unique Actor objects: Gandalf the Gray, Bilbo Baggins 

etc. 

 display(): Allow users to display all Actor objects contained in 

the Army object. This should be implemented with a named 

method, such as display() as opposed to merely overriding 

toString() for the purpose of displaying all Actor objects8. 

 size(): Return a count of the number of Actor objects currently 

stored in the ArrayList object. 

Testing Your Phase 3 Code 

 

Add this to your Test Plan. Can you successfully build two Army 

objects. Can they be populated with different types of Actor 

objects? How are you going to prove success (will you use 

debugger-based tracing or screen output or both)? 

Can you create Actor objects automatically? Can you change the 

values stored in individual Actor objects in an Army (using edit())? 

How can you prove that it all works? A mix of debug inspection 

and console-screen output would work. 

Test Plan 

In your previous lab work you created a separate class to test your 

Actor, Hobbit and Wizard classes. For this lab work, you’ll have to 

modify the testing class to confirm that your implementation works 

and that execution can bind to the correct virtual methods. 

In fact, you’ll probably have to modify the testing class several 

times as you work your way toward a complete implementation. 

                                                      

7 Later, you’ll be able to edit your Actor objects through the JavaFX TableView 
8 toString() assembles one single String object; if your Army object contained 
hundreds of Actor objects, then toString() would create-and-destroy thousands of 
smaller String objects to assemble the one final, single, HUGE String object. DON'T 
DO IT. PERFORMANCE WOULD BE PATHETIC. Create a display() method instead. 

Submission Standards 

Your lab professor will provide further details about your final 

submission, but it will include the following. Printable material 

should be assembled in a single electronic document: 

 Title Page: It must identify you, the course, section number, 

course professor (me), assignment name and number, date of 

submission. 

 Problem Statement: What are you attempting to do? What is 

the purpose of each of the instance variables (fields) in your 

classes? 

 Memory Map: Shows a sample of data as it would be 

organized in memory during program execution; in particular, 

after you have created your two Army objects and populated 

them with some Actor objects. You must show how a named 

reference variable relates to the corresponding unnamed Army 

objects as well as your Actor subclass objects of type Hobbit, 

Wizard, etc. 

 Test Plan: The test plan is best organized in a chart format. I 

supplied an earlier example showing the best organization. 

You need only specify things that are being tested in this 

assignment. For example, you will want to verify the behaviour 

of automated, random Actor object creation, as well as the 

manual editing of individual Actor objects (using your virtual 

set() methods). On the other hand, I'm assuming that you've 

already tested the boundary conditions for capturing variables 

such as speed and strength. However, you haven't yet tested 

boundary conditions for Orc, Elf, Human, Nazgul, Warg, etc. 

 Program Code: Your code must adhere to the Java Standard 

identified earlier. This standard includes guidelines for variable 

and method names; for indentation patterns; for the use of 

braces etc. Each major section of code should be commented 

(at the left margin ahead of start of the section). Many 

individual lines of code will have a line-specific comment: in 

such cases, the comment should appear on the same line and 

to the right of the Java code. You can check the Input class 

supplied by me for an example of comprehensive comments. 

Indentation is an essential mechanism to communicate 

program structure. The Eclipse IDE will automatically set 

consistent indentation. If indentation becomes ragged, you, 

you can reformat your code according to the current formatting 

style in Eclipse. The shortcut key is <Ctrl-Shift-F>. 

 JavaDoc: Regenerate your JavaDoc to reflect Assignment 3 

additions. 

Due: Sunday March 9th (midnight) 

public static void main(String[ ] args) { 
 Army forcesOfLight = new Army("Forces of Light"); 
 forcesOfLight.populate(ActorFactory.Type.HOBBIT, 4); 
 forcesOfLight.populate(ActorFactory.Type.ELF, 3); 
 forcesOfLight.populate(ActorFactory.Type.WIZARD, 2); 
 forcesOfLight.display(); // display after automatic generation with random values 
 
 int indexToEdit = InputGUI.getInt("Forces of Light", 0, forcesOfLight.size()-1); 
 forcesOfLight.edit(indextToEdit); 
 forcesOfLight.display(); // display after editing a selected Actor object 
 // more code in main() 


